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You need

Inspired by a box of
crayons, this design
can be made in as
many colors as you
want, as a scarf or
a headband in any
size and any yarn
weight, with wovenlooking lines of
colors scribbled
over striping
background colors.
The contrasting
pointed wedges are
meant to resemble crayons, pointing asymmetrically
into the piece throughout the body.
While the design is purposely meant to be able to use
tons of different colors, complete with techniques to
take care of the ends as you go and minimize
finishing, the pattern also works nicely in as few as
three different colors, and it works excellently with five
or six colors, so you can use as many as you like.
The ties on the ends can be either braided or twisted;
for the scarf, these ties mean that you can fasten it
into a cowl and wear it lots of different ways. It also
makes sizing even more versatile, as you can make a
short scarf and tie it on into a cowl!
A note: While the pattern will work in any weight, it's
recommended that you don't go heavier than worsted
for the headband, and that you don't go lighter than
around sport or DK weight for a scarf, just because of
how long it would take to make a lightweight scarf in
this slip-stitch pattern!
Scribbled Lines is copyright Lee Meredith 2013 - for
personal use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks!
Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal
ravelry group if you have questions or need help.
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‣ 3 or more different colored yarns, in the same, or
almost the same, weights (see Colors for more
details; yardage varies depending on size)
Headband yardage (worsted-fingering recommended)
-- worsted: 60-100 yards / 50-90 meters
-- sport: 90-130 yards / 80-120 meters
-- fingering: 100-180 yards / 90-160 meters
Scarf yardage (bulky-sport recommended)
-- bulky: 150-250 yards / 140-230 meters
-- worsted: 200-300 yards / 180-270 meters
-- sport: 270-400 yards / 250-370 meters
‣ needles sized to match yarn
‣ 1 stitch marker

The samples
Long scarf:
Malabrigo Rios merino worsted weight
Partial skeins of Teal Feather, Lettuce, Sunset, Ravelry
Red, Niebla, Glazed Carrot - approx 265 yards /
242 meters total (44 yards / 40 meters each)
Size US 9 (5.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 7.5 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 23 sts
Short and wide scarf/cowl:
Malabrigo Merino Worsted aran/heavy worsted weight
Partial skeins of Verde Esperanza, Tuareg, Coco approx 215 yards / 195 meters total (72 yards / 65
meters each)
Size US 10 (6mm) needles
Gauge of approx 6.5 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 41 sts
Headband:
Malabrigo Arroyo merino sport weight
Partial skeins of Glitter, Piedras, Sand Bank, Fresco y
Seco, Arco Iris - approx 120 yards / 110 meters
total (40 yards / 37 meters Glitter, 25 yards / 23
meters each Piedras and Sand Bank, 15 yards / 14
meters each Fresco y Seco and Arco Iris)
Size US 4 (3.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 11 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 33 sts
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30 inches /
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5.5 inches /
14 cm wide

41 stitches wide
12 inches /
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Colors
Use any number
of colors, three or more;
the number you use and
the way you stripe them
can make for really different
looks, as you see here.
You'll always have a background
main color (MC), and slip-stitch
stripes (and crayon wedges) in a
contrasting color (CC) - both MC and CC
will change every 12 rows or so, at different times.
It's recommended that you use mostly solid or
semi-solid yarns, but throwing a couple variegated
into the mix can look cool (see headband sample).
Try not to overlap a variegated CC over a variegated
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MC, and try to space out variegated yarns between
solids, to keep your piece from looking too busy.
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